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Okay, so a mirror is something that reflects light./It's the simplest instrument to understand,/okay?.
— Anna Deveare Smith, Fires in the Mirror
It is likewise forbidden to draw the picture of a man…
— Ben Katchor, “Halftone Printing in the Yiddish Press and Other Objects of Idol Worship”

Why a course on Black and Jewish American lit and film? The fact that we are living in an era of Black Lives Matter uprisings and
rising anti‐semitism makes a deeper understanding of these racial and ethnic identities — and the relations between them — an
urgent matter. But centuries of oppression and struggle faced by Black and Jewish people in America have also helped to give shape
to astounding works of literary and cinematic art. At the same time, the “burden of representation” faced by Black and Jewish artists
has complicated these forms of expression: how can one simply hold up a mirror to a shifting, complex, even contradictory reality?
How to avoid the traps of representation, even in self‐expression? And how are these different and at times conflicting identities
and experiences also inextricably entangled with one another?
By the end of this course, you will be able to
1. describe some significant theories of racial and ethnic identity and representation
2. identify some significant features of Black and Jewish history and identity as represented in literature and film
3. examine how intersections of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality help shape literary and cinematic expression
4. analyze how Black and Jewish authors and filmmakers use literary and cinematic techniques to give form to the historical
experiences of their communities
Required texts
● Daniel Boyarin, Unheroic Conduct: The Rise of Heterosexuality
and the Invention of the Jewish Man [ISBN: 9780520200333]
● Michael Chabon, The Yiddish Policeman’s Union [ISBN:
9780061376948]
● Octavia Butler, Parable of the Sower: A Graphic Novel
Adaptation [ISBN: 9781419731334]
● Ben Katchor, The Jew of New York [ISBN: 9780375700972]
● Tony Kushner, Angels In America: A Gay Fantasia on National
Themes [ISBN: 9781559362313]

● Claudia Rankine, Citizen: An American Lyric [ISBN:
9781555976903]
● Anna Deveare Smith, Fires in the Mirror: Crown Heights,
Brooklyn and Other Identities [ISBN: 9780822213291]
● Colson Whitehead, John Henry Days [ISBN: 9780385498203]
● Kevin Young, The Grey Album: On the Blackness of Blackness
[ISBN: 9781555976071]
● Other readings (poetry, theory, etc.) to be supplied via
Brightspace

Films (via YouTube)
●
●

A Serious Man (dir. Coen Brothers, 2009, 106 mins)
Angels in America (dir. Mike Nichols, 2017, 6 hrs in two parts,
Millennium Approaches and Perestroika)

●
●
●

Daughters of the Dust (dir. Julie Dash, 1991, 112 mins)
Fires In the Mirror (dir. George C. Wolfe, 1993, 110 mins)
Moonlight (dir. Barry Jenkins, 2016, 111 mins)

Note: We’ll have a week’s worth of reading due each Friday. Don’t try to read it all the night before – that doesn’t work with once‐a‐
week, reading‐intensive classes. Do take notes on or annotate the texts as you read so that you remember both the material and
what you initially thought of it!
Your instructor’s illustrious ancestor, William Edlin, was the editor of the Yiddish newspaper Der Tog. His descendant, Jesse Cohn,
can barely make out a little Yiddish, but he sometimes writes about Jewish history and literature. His current project is a book
about science fiction and fantasy, focusing on the new generation of Black talent in these fields. He has taught at PNW for two
decades while living in so‐called Valparaiso, on land belonging to the Neshnabék (Potawatomi).

Coursework
Learning outcomes

Assignments

(None)

5% Video self‐introductions. Record a brief (5 mins) video introducing yourself and describing your previous
experience with Black and Jewish literature and film.
5% Onboarding checklist. Complete a checklist of tasks designed to get you plugged into the Brightspace
course.

1. describe some
significant theories
of racial and ethnic
identity and
representation

10% Theory exam #1: in about 1000‐1500 words, describe some theoretical complications concerning Black
identity in a literary context.
10% Theory exam #2: in about 1000‐1500 words, describe some theoretical complications concerning Jewish
identity in a literary context.

2. identify some
significant features
of Black and Jewish
history and identity
as represented in
literature and film

30% Reader‐responses/Responses to Other Readers (x2 posts per week for weeks 2‐6). Each Friday, during
weeks 1‐15, you will make two posts to the Discussion Board: a reader‐response and a response to other
readers. Each post will be worth 1 point.
First, submit 500‐750 words of notes on the week’s assigned readings and lectures by end of day on the
corresponding Friday (see the Schedule). Each post should include several of the following:

●

Brief quotations from at least two of the texts:
●
specific things you read that caught your attention
for some reason (because they confused, surprised,
disgusted, or intrigued you)
Notes that explicate these quotations
●
(interpreting/unpacking them)
Responses to the bits of text you quoted: comments, ●
replies, questions, rebuttals, etc.
Questions that you want answered in class (or that
you want to answer for yourself)

●
●
●

Reflections on the bits of text you quoted: thinking
about the issues raised, connecting this to your own
ideas, interests, and experiences (and perhaps to
other courses you’re taking)
Connections between readings
(comparing/contrasting, etc.)
Notes that put the week’s readings in the context of
what we have already discussed (connecting to
previous readings and class discussions, thinking
about these ideas as part of an ongoing
conversation)

Then you will pick at least one other student’s post to respond to, due by end of day on the Monday of the
following week (see the Schedule for clarification). Your response may...

●
●
●

Address questions posed by the other person, and/or raise fresh questions of your own
Connect this post to previous discussions, other texts we’ve read, current events, and/or other posts
Offer support or counter‐evidence for assertions in the other person’s post
Try to steer the conversation away from trivial or tangential points and toward more significant, in‐depth,
sophisticated discussion of the texts. Keep conversation focused on the texts.
Each post is worth 2½ points (thus, up to 5 points possible per week) if submitted on time, and if I deem the
response to be substantial enough; late and/or skimpy posts may only receive 1 point.

3. examine how
intersections of race,
ethnicity, gender,
and sexuality help
shape literary and
cinematic expression

30% Final paper: a 3000‐4000 word interpretative essay focused on questions of racial and ethnic identity in
any of the literary texts or films from our curriculum this semester. The thesis on which this paper will center
should be framed according to our Two Strategies for Interpretation, and it should address one of our Big
Questions:
Big Questions for the Semester (to be added to as we go)
●

4. analyze how Black and
Jewish authors and
filmmakers use
literary and
cinematic techniques
to give form to the
historical

●

If there is no “essence” that determines Black
or Jewish identities, (how) can those identities
be understood and represented?
How do Black and Jewish experiences connect
or overlap while remaining disparate?

●

●

How do these artists represent historical
traumas — trauma (the “unspeakable”) being
by definition that which resists representation?
How are Black and Jewish experiences inflected
by questions of gender and sexuality?

The paper should be prepared in MLA style, including a Works Cited section.
10% Final presentation: a distillation of your final paper in the form of a sharable, conference‐style

experiences of their
communities

presentation, for an audience of your classmates (10‐15 minutes, via video). Clarity and concision rewarded!

Grades
Final Letter grades for English 231 are assigned as follows:
Letter Grade
A+
A
A‐
B+
B
B‐
C+
C
C‐
D+
D
F

Grade Point Equivalent
4.3
4
3.7
3.3
3
2.7
2.3
2
1.7
1.3
1
0

100 Point Scale
104+
97‐103
88‐96
79‐87
72‐78
63‐71
54‐62
47‐53
38‐46
29‐37
18‐28
0‐17

Policies
Attendance
Your “attendance” this semester will consist of routine interaction with the Brightspace course, especially the Discussion Board. I
expect that you will sign into Brightspace at least three times a week.
Participation
Good participation in this course entails keeping up with the reading. Be prepared: this is a reading‐intensive course. It is your
responsibility to purchase and/or download the readings (and to view films) on time. I recognize that some people are more shy or
slow to express themselves than others. Nonetheless, regular, active participation in class is important and expected. It is just as
important that your participation be respectful and productive.
● Respectful: debate and dissent is encouraged within a context of
mutual respect. That means being considerate of others’ feelings
and appreciative of legitimate differences of opinion. Obviously, it
also means that you are polite, appropriate, etc. Students have the
right and privilege to learn in this class, free from harassment and
disruption. Racist, anti‐semitic, sexist, homophobic, ableist, or
otherwise oppressive speech will not be tolerated. Anyone
behaving in this way may be given a warning and/or asked to leave
the course.

● Productive: speaking out is less than productive if what you have
to say is disconnected from what has just been said. Discussions
are productive when students respond directly to each other, so
that, for example, one student’s tentative observation about a line
in a poem is quickly seconded or questioned or otherwise added
to by another student. As Laura Portwood‐Stacer remarks, “some
people will always feel more comfortable ‘lurking,’ but [by
responding to other students,] you’ll be giving social cover to the
others who might like to speak up.” Even in an online,
asynchronous context, we can and should practice active listening.

Disabilities
If you have a disability that will require accommodation during the course of the semester, please contact me immediately to discuss what will be
needed. If you haven’t done so yet, you should also provide the Disability Access Center with documentation and request accommodations.

Communications
● Check Brightspace and email daily for announcements.
● Please communicate with me so that I can help – or even know
when you need help. Communicate with me early and often, and
see me on office hours at least once or twice this semester.
● Please use your PNW email for all class‐related communication –
and check it every day.
● Do not submit your assignments via email – use Brightspace.

● Instead of emailing me to ask for general information about the
class (policies, schedule, assignments, etc.), please post questions
to the Class Cafe and Q&A forum (under “Discussions” on
Brightspace). That way, everyone can read the answer! (You may
email me about anything private or concerning only your own
performance in the course.)
● When emailing me, please remember to give your name and
course/section number. (Honestly, this helps a lot.)

Plagiarism
When you include someone else’s information, ideas, or words in your writing, you should do so in the official MLA (Modern Language
Association) style. Always acknowledge the source of material, whether it is a book, website, lecture, movie, personal email, article, etc. Using
another’s words, ideas, or information without attribution means that, whether or not you intended it, you have represented someone else’s
work as your own, which is plagiarism. I take plagiarism – even unintentional plagiarism – very seriously. If I see sufficient evidence of
plagiarism in a written assignment, it will receive an F, and the writer may also receive an F for the course if the offense is serious enough.

Late work
Late work may be turned in for ½ credit until end of day on the last day of the session (Saturday, Dec. 19); no work will be accepted after that. Talk to me if you will
need more support and time for other writing projects. I reserve the right to remove points from late work.

I reserve the right to make changes in classroom policies and schedules. Changes that may affect your grade will be announced in writing.

Schedule for ENGL 596, Black & Jewish American Literature & Film, Fall 2021
Friday

Readings

Lectures

Assignments

Aug
27

Sartre, “Portrait of the Anti‐Semite” (1944); Fanon,
“The Fact of Blackness” (1952); Levertov,
“Illustrious Ancestors” (1958); Clifton, “fury: for
mama” (1993)

“The will to find a meaning in
things”

Post video self‐introduction to
Discussion Board
Complete onboarding checklist
Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Sept 3

Young, The Grey Album, pp. 1‐184; Dunbar, “We
Wear the Mask” (1896); McKay, “Subway Wind”
(1921) Hughes, “Dream Boogie” (1951)

“Underground railroads of
meaning”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Sept
10

Young, The Grey Album, pp. 185‐405; Etheridge
Knight, “The Idea of Ancestry” (1968); Ishmael
Reed, “Beware: Do Not Read This Poem” (1970);
Bob Kaufman, “All Those Ships that never Sailed”
(1973)

“back off from this poem/it is a
greedy mirror”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Sept
17

Rankine, Citizen: An American Lyric (2014)

“your American positioning”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Sept
24

Whitehead, John Henry Days (2001), Prologue‐Part
II, pp. 1‐142

“perception is all; to and from
each his own dark continent”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Oct 1

Whitehead, John Henry Days (2001), Parts III‐V, pp.
143‐389

“From where we are, out there
hoofing it from place to place,
we can’t see the whole thing”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers
Theory exam #1 (due Sunday,
Oct 3)

Oct 8

Butler, Parable of the Sower (1993)

“Like something from another
era”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Oct 15

Daughters of the Dust (dir. Julie Dash, 1991, 112
mins)

“a new kind of woman”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Oct 22

Moonlight (dir. Barry Jenkins, 2016, 111 mins)

“And who is you?”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Oct 29

Katchor, The Jew of New York (2000); Rich, “From
an Old House in America” (1974)

“I never chose this place/yet I
am of it now”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Nov 5

Boyarin, Unheroic Conduct, pp. 1‐186, 271‐312;
Glatshteyn, “Good Night, World” (1938); Pinsky,
“The Shirt” (1990); Levine, “What Work Is” (1991)

“you can hardly stand/the love
flooding you for your brother”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Nov
12

Kushner, Angels In America part 1 (Millennium
Approaches), text (1991) and film (2003)

“This is a Jewish name?”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Nov
19

Kushner, Angels In America part 2 (Perestroika),
text (1991) and film (2003)

“YOU MUST STOP MOVING”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Nov
26

Chabon, The Yiddish Policeman’s Union (2007)

“These are strange times to be a
Jew”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Theory Exam #2 (due Sunday,
Nov 28)
Dec 3

A Serious Man (dir. Coen Brothers, 2009, 106
mins); Rich, “Yom Kippur 1984” (1984); Margolin,
“Unhappy” (1929)

“What is a Jew in solitude?”

Reader‐response/Responding to
Other Readers

Dec
10

Smith, Fires in the Mirror (1992), text and film

“near enough to each other to
reach”

Final papers

Dec
17

None (finals week)

None

Final presentations

